1. How did you do? What were your percentage results?

2. Which questions did you miss?

3. How did you compare to people of different religious faiths, worship service attendance, and education?

4. Now return to the start page and click on “survey results.” According to the “Executive Summary” what groups were the highest scoring on the quiz? Who did they outperform?

5. How many questions does the average American get right?

6. What group scored lowest on the quiz?

7. Which groups know the most about questions regarding the Bible?

8. Where does the USA rank in terms of religion among developed countries? By contrast, where does their knowledge of religion lie?

9. What questions do most people get wrong about religion and public schools?

10. What is the single best predictor of religious IQ?

The report says “America is among the most religious of the world’s developed nations but large numbers of Americans are uninformed about the tenets, practices, history and leading figures of major faith traditions – including their own. Why do you think this is? Explain your answer in paragraph form on the back.”